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The Renaissance Faire—a 50 year-long party, communal ritual, political challenge and cultural wellspring—receives its first
sustained historical attention with Well Met. Beginning with the chaotic communal moment of its founding and early
development in the 1960s through its incorporation as a major “family friendly” leisure site in the 2000s, Well Met tells
the story of the thinkers, artists, clowns, mimes, and others performers who make the Faire. Well Met approaches the
Faire from the perspective of labor, education, aesthetics, business, the opposition it faced, and the key figures involved.
Drawing upon vibrant interview material and deep archival research, Rachel Lee Rubin reveals the way the faires
established themselves as a pioneering and highly visible counter cultural referendum on how we live now—our family and
sexual arrangements, our relationship to consumer goods, and our corporate entertainments. In order to understand the
meaning of the faire to its devoted participants,both workers and visitors, Rubin has compiled a dazzling array of
testimony, from extensive conversations with Faire founder Phyllis Patterson to interviews regarding the contemporary
scene with performers, crafters, booth workers and “playtrons.” Well Met pays equal attention what came out of the
faire—the transforming gifts bestowed by the faire’s innovations and experiments upon the broader American culture: the
underground press of the 1960s and 1970s, experimentation with “ethnic” musical instruments and styles in popular
music, the craft revival, and various forms of immersive theater are all connected back to their roots in the faire. Original,
intrepid, and richly illustrated, Well Met puts the Renaissance Faire back at the historical center of the American
counterculture.
Respected museum professionals discuss contemporary issues and successful programs, and offer practical guidelines
and information, up-to-date references, and lively illustrations in this wide-ranging volume. Interpreting Historic House
Museums captures the big picture and important details. Its scope and accessbility will make it useful and relevant for
both students and practicing professionals.
'Everywhere you will find that the wealth of the wealthy springs from the poverty of the poor' Fuelled by anger at injustice
and optimism about humankind's ability to make a better, truly communal society, the anarchist writings of Peter
Kropotkin have influenced radicals the world over, from nineteenth-century workers to today's activists. One of twenty
new books in the bestselling Penguin Great Ideas series. This new selection showcases a diverse list of thinkers who
have helped shape our world today, from anarchists to stoics, feminists to prophets, satirists to Zen Buddhists.
In this landmark guide, nearly two dozen essays by scholars, educators, and museum leaders suggest the next steps in
the interpretation of African American history and culture from the colonial period to the twentieth century at history
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museums and historic sites. This diverse anthology addresses both historical research and interpretive methodologies,
including investigating church and legal records, using social media, navigating sensitive or difficult topics, preserving
historic places, engaging students and communities, and strengthening connections between local and national history.
Case studies of exhibitions, tours, and school programs from around the country provide practical inspiration, including
photographs of projects and examples of exhibit label text. Highlights include: Amanda Seymour discusses the
prevalence of "false nostalgia" at the homes of the first five presidents and offers practical solutions to create a more
inclusive, nuanced history. Dr. Bernard Powers reveals that African American church records are a rich but often
overlooked source for developing a more complete portrayal of individuals and communities. Dr. David Young, executive
director of Cliveden, uses his experience in reinterpreting this National Historic Landmark to identify four ways that
people respond to a history that has been too often untold, ignored, or appropriated—and how museums and historic sites
can constructively respond. Dr. Matthew Pinsker explains that historic sites may be missing a huge opportunity in telling
the story of freedom and emancipation by focusing on the underground railroad rather than its much bigger "upperground" counterpart. Martha Katz-Hyman tackles the challenges of interpreting the material culture of both enslaved and
free African Americans in the years before the Civil War by discussing the furnishing of period rooms. Dr. Benjamin
Filene describes three "micro-public history" projects that lead to new ways of understanding the past, handling source
limitations, building partnerships, and reaching audiences. Andrea Jones shares her approach for engaging students
through historical simulations based on the "Fight for Your Rights" school program at the Atlanta History Center. A exhibit
on African American Vietnam War veterans at the Heinz History Center not only linked local and international events, but
became an award-winning model of civic engagement. A collaboration between a university and museum that began as a
local history project interpreting the Scottsboro Boys Trial as a website and brochure ended up changing Alabama law. A
list of national organizations and an extensive bibliography on the interpretation of African American history provide
convenient gateways to additional resources.
Celebrating the lives of famous men and women, historic house museums showcase restored rooms and period
furnishings, and portray in detail their former occupants' daily lives. But behind the gilded molding and curtain brocade lie
the largely unknown, politically charged stories of how the homes were first established as museums. Focusing on
George Washington’s Mount Vernon, Louisa May Alcott’s Orchard House, Thomas Jefferson’s Monticello, and the
Booker T. Washington National Monument, Patricia West shows how historic houses reflect less the lives and times of
their famous inhabitants than the political pressures of the eras during which they were transformed into museums.
History is forged through the travel of ideas across continents—as well as by bombs. The Age of Globalization is an
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account of the unlikely connections that made up late nineteenth-century politics and culture, and in particular between
militant anarchists in Europe and the Americas, and anti-imperialist uprisings in Cuba, China and Japan. Told through the
complex intellectual interactions of two great Filipino writers—the political novelist José Rizal and the pioneering folklorist
Isabelo de los Reyes—The Age of Globalization is a brilliantly original work on how global exchanges shaped the
nationalist movements of the time.
Buried within the collection of the Smithsonian Institution's National Museum of American History exists an astonishing
group of historical relics from the pre-Revolutionary War era to the present day, many of which have never been on
display. Donated to the museum by generations of souvenir collectors, these ordinary objects of extraordinary
circumstance all have amazing tales to tell about their roles in American history. Souvenir Nation presents fifty of the
museum's most eccentric items. Objects include a chunk broken off Plymouth Rock; a lock of Andrew Jackson's hair; a
dish towel used as the flag of truce to end the Civil War; the microphones used by FDR for his Fireside Chats; and the
chairs that seated Nixon and Kennedy in their 1960 television debate.
How do history museums and historic sites tell the richly diverse stories of the American people? What fascinates us
most about American history? To help answer these questions, noted public historian Richard Rabinowitz examines the
evolution of public history over the last half-century and highlights the new ways we have come to engage with our past.
At the heart of this endeavor is what Rabinowitz calls "storyscapes--landscapes of engagement where individuals actively
encounter stories of past lives. As storyscapes, museums become processes of narrative interplay rather than moribund
storage bins of strange relics. Storyscapes bring to life even the most obscure people--making their skills of hands and
minds "touchable," making their voices heard despite their absence from traditional archives, and making the dilemmas
and triumphs of their lives accessible to us today. Rabinowitz's wealth of professional experience--creating over 500
history museums, exhibitions, and educational programs across the nation--shapes and informs the narrative. By
weaving insights from learning theory, anthropology and geography, politics and finance, collections and preservation
policy, and interpretive media, Rabinowitz reveals how the nation's best museums and historic sites allow visitors to
confront their sense of time and place, memories of family and community, and definitions of self and the world while
expanding their idea of where they stand in the flow of history.
“One of the most profound and illuminating studies of this century to have been published in recent decades.”—John
Gray, New York Times Book Review Hailed as “a magisterial critique of top-down social planning” by the New York
Times, this essential work analyzes disasters from Russia to Tanzania to uncover why states so often fail—sometimes
catastrophically—in grand efforts to engineer their society or their environment, and uncovers the conditions common to all
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such planning disasters. “Beautifully written, this book calls into sharp relief the nature of the world we now
inhabit.”—New Yorker “A tour de force.”— Charles Tilly, Columbia University
Volume 1 of the candid, no-holds-barred account by American anarchist Goldman relates her philosophical and political
journey through life, beginning with her emigration from Russia to the U.S. in 1886.
Every year millions of Americans visit national parks and monuments, state and municipal parks, battlefield areas,
historic houses, and museums. By means of guided tours, exhibits, and signs, visitors to these areas receive a very
special kind of educatio
'Punkhouse' features anarchist warehouses, feminist collectives, tree houses, workshops, artists' studios, self-sufficient
farms, hobo squats, community centres, basement bike shops, speakeasies and all varieties of communal living spaces.
A dog book for the 99%, The Dog Walker is a hugely entertaining look at the world’s greatest job—by an activist who
spent a decade as a dog walker for the political class Dog walking: it’s every eight-year-old’s dream! You spend your
day outdoors; you interact exclusively with silly, loving, ridiculous dogs; and you get paid for it. But the reality is . . . well,
actually, the reality is pretty great, too, at least according to the anarchist Joshua Stephens’s eye-opening account of the
dog walker’s life. An Anthony Bourdain of the dog walking set, Stephens reports on what every master of the trade—and
every informed consumer—needs to know: always keep a spare set of keys, always have references, and never, ever
board your beloved pet. But Stephens also goes deeper: he shows us what dog walking reveals about everything from
gentrification to street harassment, and why radical empathy must always anchor every interaction—canine or otherwise.
Rich with hilarious anecdotes, brilliant observations, and a powerful political conscience, The Dog Walker calls to mind
David Rakoff at his most sardonic—if, that is, Rakoff had been an anarchist who walked dogs for a living. An irreverent
and perceptive fish-out-of-water story, The Dog Walker is totally irresistible.
Anarchist's Guide to Historic House MuseumsLeft Coast Press
LGBT individuals and families are increasingly visible in popular culture and local communities; their struggles for equality
appear regularly in news media. Interpreting LGBT History at Museums and Historic Sites provides a straightforward,
accessible guidebook for museum and history professionals as they embark on such worthy efforts.
A motley crew of saboteurs wreak outrageous havoc on the corporations destroying America’s Western wilderness in
this classic, comic extravaganza. When George Washington Hayduke III returns home from war in the jungles of
Southeast Asia, he finds the unspoiled West he once knew has been transformed. The pristine lands and waterways are
being strip mined, dammed up, and paved over by greedy government hacks and their corrupt corporate coconspirators.
And the manic, beer-guzzling, rabidly antisocial ex-Green Beret isn’t just getting mad. Hayduke plans to get even.
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Together with a radical feminist from the Bronx; a wealthy, billboard-torching libertarian MD; and a disgraced Mormon
polygamist, Hayduke’s ready to stick it to the Man in the most creative ways imaginable. By the time they’re done, there
won’t be a bridge left standing, a dam unblown, or a bulldozer unmolested from Arizona to Utah. Edward Abbey’s most
popular novel, The Monkey Wrench Gang is an outrageous romp with ultra-serious undertones that is as relevant today
as it was in the early days of the environmental movement. The author who Larry McMurtry (Lonesome Dove) once
dubbed “The Thoreau of the American West” has written a true comedic classic with brains, heart, and soul that more
than justifies the call from the Los Angeles Times Book Review that we should all “praise the earth for Edward Abbey!”
An account of the 25th President's assassination places events against a backdrop of a rapidly changing, newly industrial nation that
McKinley regarded as increasingly great while his assassin, Czolgosz, became obsessed with his views on poverty, injustice and social
revolution.
In these days of an aging traditional audience, shrinking attendance, tightened budgets, increased competition, and exponential growth in
new types of communication methods, America’s house museums need to take bold steps and expand their overall purpose beyond those of
the traditional museum. They need not only to engage the communities surrounding them, but also to collaborate with visitors on the type and
quality of experience they provide. This book is a groundbreaking manifesto that calls for the establishment of a more inclusive, visitorcentered paradigm based on the shared experience of human habitation. It draws inspiration from film, theater, public art, and urban design
to transform historic house museums while providing a how-to guide for making historic house museums sustainable, through five primary
themes: communicating with the surrounding community, engaging the community, re-imagining the visitor experience, celebrating the
detritus of human habitation, and acknowledging the illusion of the shelter’s authenticity. Anarchist's Guide to Historic House Museums offers
a wry, but informed, rule-breaking perspective from authors with years of experience and gives numerous vivid examples of both good and
not-so-good practices from house museums in the U.S.
The National Bestseller “Focused and persuasive... Bray’s book is many things: the first English-language transnational history of antifa, a
how-to for would-be activists, and a record of advice from anti-Fascist organizers past and present.”—THE NEW YORKER "Insurgent activist
movements need spokesmen, intellectuals and apologists, and for the moment Mark Bray is filling in as all three... The book’s most
enlightening contribution is on the history of anti-fascist efforts over the past century, but its most relevant for today is its justification for
stifling speech and clobbering white supremacists."—Carlos Lozada, THE WASHINGTON POST “[Bray’s] analysis is methodical, and clearly
informed by both his historical training and 15 years of organizing, which included Occupy Wall Street…Antifa: The Anti-Fascist Handbook
couldn’t have emerged at a more opportune time. Bray’s arguments are incisive and cohesive, and his consistent refusal to back down from
principle makes the book a crucial intervention in our political moment.”—SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE In the wake of tragic events in
Charlottesville, VA, and Donald Trump's initial refusal to denounce the white nationalists behind it all, the "antifa" opposition movement is
suddenly appearing everywhere. But what is it, precisely? And where did it come from? As long as there has been fascism, there has been
anti-fascism — also known as “antifa.” Born out of resistance to Mussolini and Hitler in Europe during the 1920s and ’30s, the antifa
movement has suddenly burst into the headlines amidst opposition to the Trump administration and the alt-right. They could be seen in news
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reports, often clad all in black with balaclavas covering their faces, demonstrating at the presidential inauguration, and on California college
campuses protesting far-right speakers, and most recently, on the streets of Charlottesville, VA, protecting, among others, a group of
ministers including Cornel West from neo-Nazi violence. (West would later tell reporters, "The anti-fascists saved our lives.") Simply, antifa
aims to deny fascists the opportunity to promote their oppressive politics, and to protect tolerant communities from acts of violence
promulgated by fascists. Critics say shutting down political adversaries is anti-democratic; antifa adherents argue that the horrors of fascism
must never be allowed the slightest chance to triumph again. In a smart and gripping investigation, historian and former Occupy Wall Street
organizer Mark Bray provides a detailed survey of the full history of anti-fascism from its origins to the present day — the first transnational
history of postwar anti-fascism in English. Based on interviews with anti-fascists from around the world, Antifa details the tactics of the
movement and the philosophy behind it, offering insight into the growing but little-understood resistance fighting back against fascism in all its
guises.
With the rise of the global protestor—from Arab Spring to the Occupy movement—the term "anarchist" has been littered throughout mainstream
media as never before. But just as frequently, its definition is skewed or left wanting: anarchists are painted as nihilists, supporters of chaos,
or even terrorists. In Order without Power, an informative primer, Normand Baillargeon thoroughly defines anarchism and recounts its long
history. In outlining the forerunners of this movement, he illuminates the differences between collectivists, federalists, communists,
syndicalists, and further strains such as anarcho-feminism, pacifist anarchism, and religious anarchism. With sharp examples and concise,
lively language, Baillargeon describes the contributions from early anarchists like William Godwin, Max Stirner, Pierre Joseph Proudhon,
Mikhail Bakunin, and Pierre Kropotkin, through Noam Chomsky, as well as the uprisings, struggles, revolts, and revolutions that tested or
expanded the theories. From the International Workingmen’s Association to Haymarket, from the Russian Revolution to May 1968,
Baillargeon unpacks anarchism’s position on various issues and reveals this political theory’s vibrant heart: anti authoritarianism, or the
rational and conscious refusal of any form of illegitimate authority and power.
This book offers a step-by-step guide to historic house museums to make them more informative and sustainable through an inclusive, visitorcentered paradigm of the shared experience of human habitation.
First published in 1971, Rules for Radicals is Saul Alinsky's impassioned counsel to young radicals on how to effect constructive social
change and know “the difference between being a realistic radical and being a rhetorical one.” Written in the midst of radical political
developments whose direction Alinsky was one of the first to question, this volume exhibits his style at its best. Like Thomas Paine before
him, Alinsky was able to combine, both in his person and his writing, the intensity of political engagement with an absolute insistence on
rational political discourse and adherence to the American democratic tradition.
Beautifully designed A-Z of the totality of revolutionary politics. This brand new Crimethinc book is the action guide - the direct action guide.
From affinity groups to wheatpasting, coalition building, hijacking events, mental health, pie-throwing, shoplifting, stenciling, supporting
survivors of domestic violence, surviving a felony trial, torches, and whole bunch more. Incredible design, and lots of graphics give it that hip
situ feel. Loads to read, to think about, and to do. At 650 pages, you could always throw the damn book at a suitable target. What are you
waiting for?
A magisterial study of the history and theory of one of the most controversial political movements Anarchism routinely gets a bad press. It's
usually seen as meaning chaos and disorder -- or even nothing at all. And yet, from Occupy Wall Street to Pussy Riot, Noam Chomsky to
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David Graeber, this philosophical and political movement is as relevant as ever. Contrary to popular perception, different strands of
anarchism -- from individualism to collectivism -- do follow certain structures and a shared sense of purpose: a belief in freedom and working
towards collective good without the interference of the state. In this masterful, sympathetic account, political theorist Ruth Kinna traces the
tumultuous history of anarchism, starting with thinkers and activists such as Peter Kropotkin and Emma Goldman and through key events like
the Paris Commune and the Haymarket affair. Skilfully introducing us to the nuanced theories of anarchist groups from Russia to Japan to the
United States, The Government of No One reveals what makes a supposedly chaotic movement particularly adaptable and effective over
centuries -- and what we can learn from it.

Homage to Catalonia is George Orwell's account of the Spanish Civil War. It was the last and most mature of Orwell's
documentary books.
Historic house museums—one of the most prevalent types of history museums in the country—have long depicted the owners of the
house and their families, but representing the servants has introduced a unique set of challenges. While museum professionals
have increasingly incorporated women, immigrants, African Americans, and other minorities into portrayals of the past, these
portrayals often show an idealistic world without class antagonisms or ethnic conflict. Exploring the domestic conflicts that may
have existed between mistress and servant often creates a more vivid and believable experience for guests. Through her
examination of the pitfalls of interpretation, Pustz offers advice for museum professionals on programming accurate and
compelling depictions of those who lived their lives in the back stairs and kitchen rather than in the parlor. Based on extensive
surveys of historians at historic house museums, this informative study presents examples of successful interpretation programs,
including those that have made the kitchen and servants' quarters the most popular stops on the tour. Pustz encourages museum
curators to look beyond the archives of their own institution and explore other era-appropriate sources, including advertising and
housekeeping guides, when trying to create a complete picture of the house's servants, who often left behind few records.
A thrilling history of the rise of anarchism, told through the stories of a number of prominent revolutionaries and the agents of the
secret police who pursued them. In the late nineteenth century, nations the world over were mired in economic recession and
beset by social unrest, their leaders increasingly threatened by acts of terrorism and assassination from anarchist extremists. In
this riveting history of that tumultuous period, Alex Butterworth follows the rise of these revolutionaries from the failed Paris
Commune of 1871 to the 1905 Russian Revolution and beyond. Through the interwoven stories of several key anarchists and the
secret police who tracked and manipulated them, Butterworth explores how the anarchists were led to increasingly desperate acts
of terrorism and murder. Rich in anecdote and with a fascinating array of supporting characters, The World That Never Was is a
masterly exploration of the strange twists and turns of history, taking readers on a journey that spans five continents, from the
capitals of Europe to a South Pacific penal colony to the heartland of America. It tells the story of a generation that saw its utopian
dreams crumble into dangerous desperation and offers a revelatory portrait of an era with uncanny echoes of our own.
Instant New York Times bestseller “Howard Zinn on acid or some bullsh*t like that.” —Tim Heidecker The creators of the cult-hit
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podcast Chapo Trap House deliver a manifesto for everyone who feels orphaned and alienated—politically, culturally, and
economically—by the lanyard-wearing Wall Street centrism of the left and the lizard-brained atavism of the right: there is a better
way, the Chapo Way. In a guide that reads like “a weirder, smarter, and deliciously meaner version of The Daily Show’s 2004
America (The Book)” (Paste), Chapo Trap House shows you that you don’t have to side with either sinking ships. These selfdescribed “assholes from the internet” offer a fully ironic ideology for all who feel politically hopeless and prefer broadsides and
tirades to reasoned debate. Learn the “secret” history of the world, politics, media, and everything in-between that THEY don’t
want you to know and chart a course from our wretched present to a utopian future where one can post in the morning, game in
the afternoon, and podcast after dinner without ever becoming a poster, gamer, or podcaster. A book that’s “as intellectually
serious and analytically original as it is irreverent and funny” (Glenn Greenwald, New York Times bestselling author of No Place to
Hide) The Chapo Guide to Revolution features illustrated taxonomies of contemporary liberal and conservative characters,
biographies of important thought leaders, “never before seen” drafts of Aaron Sorkin’s Newsroom manga, and the ten new laws
that govern Chapo Year Zero (everyone gets a dog, billionaires are turned into Soylent, and logic is outlawed). If you’re a fan of
sacred cows, prisoners being taken, and holds being barred, then this book is NOT for you. However, if you feel disenfranchised
from the political and cultural nightmare we’re in, then Chapo, let’s go…
The Anarchist Cookbook will shock, it will disturb, it will provoke. It places in historical perspective an era when "Turn on, Burn
down, Blow up" are revolutionary slogans of the day. Says the author" "This book... is not written for the members of fringe political
groups, such as the Weatherman, or The Minutemen. Those radical groups don't need this book. They already know everything
that's in here. If the real people of America, the silent majority, are going to survive, they must educate themselves. That is the
purpose of this book." In what the author considers a survival guide, there is explicit information on the uses and effects of drugs,
ranging from pot to heroin to peanuts. There i detailed advice concerning electronics, sabotage, and surveillance, with data on
everything from bugs to scramblers. There is a comprehensive chapter on natural, non-lethal, and lethal weapons, running the
gamut from cattle prods to sub-machine guns to bows and arrows.
The Anarchist's Guide to Grammar: "Banish the "rules" of grammar in the U.S.!" is the revolution called for by author Val Dumond.
"Scary? Of course, but drastic measures must be taken. Just look at the state of language today! The time is now! Stand up and
reclaim it!" "We've been taking U.S. language for granted," claims this long-time writer. We make several assumptions: 1) that we
have a language called "Proper English"; 2) that a set of "rules" lies in some mysterious place, written by some mysterious
authority; 3) that one must follow those "rules" to speak and write correctly. Not so! The time has arrived to banish what we call
"rules" and expose the assumptions." Dumond asks: What would happen if we all spoke the language of our heritage? We would
quickly learn the sound of the Tower of Babel - since US-language has come about by combining languages from (at least) 150
countries around the world. As immigrants enter the country, they bring with them new ideas, cultures, foods, music, and
language. As they become settled, they combine their culture with US-ers, thus enriching all of us in the United States, including
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our language. In an amusing Introduction, Val explains how we have assumed there exists an incontrovertible set of grammar
"rules" to be followed in order to speak proper, correct, good English. "We're not in England anymore!" she points out. Oh yes, we
started out with British "rules," but as we declared our independence, language changed, and continues to change. Do you really
understand ordinary British English? Numerous pundits over time have drawn up what they consider the "rules" of grammar and
forced them on their students. Yet, when those students run up against someone who studied a different set of "rules," confusion
and doubt rear their heads. Must we in the U.S. speak "proper English" or do we have a language all our own? After clarifying the
conundrum of US-language, Dumond offers guidelines to aid writers in determining what constitutes understandable language.
Those guidelines don't depend on memorizing all the crazy names for the parts of language, but rather the guidelines focus on
how those parts function. Nouns and pronouns become Things; adjectives and adverbs become Modifiers; punctuation becomes
Rules of the Road - all presented in easily understood language, with examples to boot. Included in the guidelines are ways to
decide which nouns to capitalize how to discern the difference between plural and possessive nouns how pronouns perform ways
to vary word modifiers how to add modifying phrases and clauses use of the little words that serve as the glue to connect words
into sentences how to use the dots, dashes, and curly cues we call punctuation. But she doesn't stop there. Writers will especially
enjoy the freedom offered to create new words and put together sentences and paragraphs. She offers suggestions to use
numbers and inclusive language, as well as offering four ways to improve spelling. The solution to the confusion of US-language
seems so simple. Look at the "rules" that come close to your interpretation, then modify them to make them work for you. Set up
Your Style Manual, rather than depend on style manuals put together according to some other group's interpretations. And she
shows you how. All this is included in The Anarchist's Guide to Grammar: toss out the assumptions, clarify them, pick up some
basic, helpful guidelines, and write with power and assurance. No longer will you need to ask, "What are the rules for writing
Proper English?" At last, you'll understand why there aren't any. At last you can write your own guidelines.
Fourteen-year-old Mateo and other Caribbean islanders face discrimination, segregation, and harsh working conditions when
American recruiters lure them to the Panamanian rain forest in 1906 to build the great canal.
Examines the 1920 bombing of Wall Street in which thirty-nine people died and hundreds were injured, with details on the
suspects, victims, investigators, and the four year manhunt for the perpetrators.
Anarchists who supported the Cuban War for Independence in the 1890s launched a transnational network linking radical leftists from their
revolutionary hub in Havana, Cuba to South Florida, Puerto Rico, Panama, the Panama Canal Zone, and beyond. Over three decades,
anarchists migrated around the Caribbean and back and forth to the US, printed fiction and poetry promoting their projects, transferred money
and information across political borders for a variety of causes, and attacked (verbally and physically) the expansion of US imperialism in the
“American Mediterranean.” In response, US security officials forged their own transnational anti-anarchist campaigns with officials across the
Caribbean. In this sweeping new history, Kirwin R. Shaffer brings together research in anarchist politics, transnational networks, radical
journalism and migration studies to illustrate how men and women throughout the Caribbean basin and beyond sought to shape a counterglobalization initiative to challenge the emergence of modern capitalism and US foreign policy whilst rejecting nationalist projects and Marxist
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state socialism.
A generational shift is occurring at historic house museums as board members and volunteers retire while few young people step forward to
take their place. These landmarks are also plagued by serious deferred maintenance, and many have no endowment funds. What will
happen to these sites in the next ten years, and what can be done to assure their continued preservation for generations to come? In New
Solutions for House Museums Harris examines possible options and provides a decision-making methodology as well as a dozen case
studies of house museums that have made a successful transition to a new owner or user.
“A revolution is happening in speculative fiction, and Annalee Newitz is leading the vanguard."--Wil Wheaton From Annalee Newitz, founding
editor of io9, comes a story of time travel, murder, and the lengths we'll go to protect the ones we love. 1992: After a confrontation at a riot
grrl concert, seventeen-year-old Beth finds herself in a car with her friend's abusive boyfriend dead in the backseat, agreeing to help her
friends hide the body. This murder sets Beth and her friends on a path of escalating violence and vengeance as they realize many other
young women in the world need protecting too. 2022: Determined to use time travel to create a safer future, Tess has dedicated her life to
visiting key moments in history and fighting for change. But rewriting the timeline isn’t as simple as editing one person or event. And just
when Tess believes she's found a way to make an edit that actually sticks, she encounters a group of dangerous travelers bent on stopping
her at any cost. Tess and Beth’s lives intertwine as war breaks out across the timeline--a war that threatens to destroy time travel and leave
only a small group of elites with the power to shape the past, present, and future. Against the vast and intricate forces of history and
humanity, is it possible for a single person’s actions to echo throughout the timeline? Praise for The Future of Another Timeline: "An
intelligent, gut-wrenching glimpse of how tiny actions, both courageous and venal, can have large consequences. Smart and profound on
every level.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review) "You close the book reeling with questions about your own life and your part in changing the
future."—Amy Acker, actress (Angel and Person of Interest) At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
Creating tours, school programs, and other interpretive activities at historic house museums are among the most effective ways to engage
the public in the history of their community and yet many organizations fail to achieve their potential. This guide describes the essential
elements of successful interpretation: content, audience, and methods.
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